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ARSTRA.CT

solar 3 (a Nike-Tomahawk) was launched from the And^ya Rocket Range

in northern Norway on January 27, 1974. Traversing nearly 30 of latitude,

the rocket crossed over a stable IBC 11 auroral are in the positive bay

region and continued north to a convection boundary which has been

identified as the Harang discontinuity. Measurements of the complete

electric field vector, of energetic electrons and of the auroral N"

(4278 1) and OT (6300 1) emissions have been used to study the convection

topology in the pre-magnetic-midnight region. The electric field was

mainly northerly (about 60 mV/m south of the auxoral are and 20 mV/m or

less elsewhere) over most of the flight, rotating to the west in the

region of the Harang discontinuity. No evidence of electric fields	 1

parallel to the magnetic field was seen throughout the flight. A strong

anticorrelation was observed between the electric field and the precipi-

tating energetic electrons as the rocket passed over the auroral. arc.

The inverted V natuxe of the electron precipitations at the convection

boundary, compared with the lack of such structure over the arc which

was within the positive bay region, leads to the conclusion that auroral

arcs are likely to be associated with inverted V type precipitation

only at or poleward of convection boundaries and their eddy structures.
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1. Introduction

Electric field measurements from which all three components can be

obtained have been rare (see Kelley et al., 1975). For this reason

comparisons of electric Fields and other relevant auroral, parameter; have

'	 generally been limited to where only one component of the electric field,

is known or where the electric field vector within the span plane of a

rocket is known. From such comparisons anti-correlation of electric fields

and precipitating particles have sometimes been observed (i.e. Aggson, 1969;

Maynard et al., 1973) and sometimes not observed (i.e. Mozer and Fahleson,

1970). "Inverted V" structures of precipitating particles (Frank and

Ack.erson, 1971) have been correlated with electric field boundaries or

reversals (Frank and Gurnett, 1971) and with auroral. ares (Ackerson and

Frank, 1972).

In addition, an overall picture of the high latitude, electric field

-driven convection patterns has evolved from various measurements of

electric fields (Ba+ releases, single axis double probe measurements on

satellites, double probe measurements on rockets, ground backscatter radar

measurements, etc.). Near magnetic midnight the negative bay region over-

laps the positive bay region on the poleward side. The electric field
i	

changes from basically northerly in direction in the positive bay region,

through the west, to a southerly direction in the negative bay region as

'	 one crosses this boundary called the Harang discontinuity (see Maynard,

1974). In the vicinity of this boundary details of the electric field are

sketchy due to the lack of complete knowledge o l:' the electric field vector

in previous measurements.
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A sounding rocket launched in a northerly direction at low

inclination can be used to provide a spatial profile of parameters

across several degrees of latitude. In this paper we report on results

From electric field, aurora], particle and photometer (optical) measurements

over nearly three degrees of latitude in the positive bay region near

magnetic midnight. The overall topology of the electric field and

particle precipitation and its relation to the auroral conditions as seen

from the rocket and the ground will be presented. A companion paper

(Evans et al. ) 1976) will explore in more detail the ionospheric effects

of the relationship between precipitating particles and electric fields

in the vicinity of a IBC II auroral arc.

II. Flight Performance

Polar 3 (a Nike-Tomahawk) was launched at 19:08:46 GMT on January

27a 1974, from the And^ya Rocket Range in northern Norway (69° 17' 40 " N

and 160 Ol' 22" E geographic). A low launch elevation (7e ) resulted in

a large horizontal flight range. 'Between 'traverses of the 100 km altitude

level. 2.90 of latitude were crossed. Apogee was at 242 km. The trajectory

was obtained using data from a tone ranging system. A gyroscope reference

platform measured the attitude of the rocket with an accuracy of 'between

I and 0 considering errors both from the gyro and mechanical, misalignment.

Final spin and precession periods were 1. 575 and 154 c, respectively.

The flight traversed over a "stable" aurortA.1 are to the north

Ana ya with an intensity of IBC II. Magnetic local time was 22,.0

hours at launch.; hence, the flight was likely into a positive bay type

pre-magnetic-midnight condition.: A more comprehensive discussion of the

auroral and magnetic conditio-as is found in Section III.

;j
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%lie instrument complement included a two axis electric Field

measurement (capable of resolving all three components), low energy

particle detectors (channel.trons coverinr, electrons from < (),I tea 1.6 keV'),

j tilting narrow bandwidth ph.-rt: meters c_jverinf'; the Sd^	 (4278A,) and of

(63000 emission,-,, and a Langiauir probe	 electron dent ity moasurement,

Data frturi the first three instruments will be presented here.

1:1`'. Ground Observations	 {

Figure 1 shows three all-sky photos taken from the launch site at
1

4o, 240 and 440 s during the flight.	 The basic are structure which at

a paint east of And^ya curled back to the northwest existed for some time

prior to launch and also continued in approximately the same location for

a significant period after the launch.	 The positions of the magnetic field

lines at 110 km which intersect the rocket trajectory at 150, 230 and 380 s

are shown on the respective photos.	 As will be subsequently shown, 150 and

230 s are the entry and exit times from the arc as determined from data

gathered by the onboard: charged particle and photometer instruments. 	 The

intensification of the are in the vicinity of the trajectory seen in the

24o s photo was not present in the photo taken at 150 seconds (at the time

of entry into the axe).	 At that time the whole are as seen by the all-sky

camera was of nearly uniform intensity. 	 The variations in intensity in

the 240 s photo developed to the east and drifted west in subsequent

photos.	 After 340 s electron fluxes were again of sufficient intensity

tc , create visual aurora;	 Tf,:,te that during the flight the main are is slowly

moving southward.	 This can be -seen relative to the p)eitJ,_)ns of the star

Vega, Located just above the 3 in 230 in the middle photo, and gust :above
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and to the right of the 0 in 380 In the bottom photo. The position of

the northward form is also moving southward and the 380 a point falls

within the emission recorded on the 440 c photo. 1,,xQm scaling; the all-sky

photos, the average aouthward velocity of the main are 
during 

the flight

was a little ever 100 m/s while the southward velocity of the second are

was between 300 and 500 m/s.

The launch occurred during the recovery from a large rubstorm over

the northern regions of the Soviet Union (maximum negative All at TIxie

Bay had been over 800y). Fl,-=e 2 shows magnetaCrwrf, Tecordo from the

magnetic abodrvatorier, at Tixie Bay, Dixon Tslan(l, Murmansk and Tromol/P

and from the range magnetometer at An4ya. The p r)lar diat,rwr, 
in 

the

upper right shows the pouitions of the stations in magnetic tine-invaviant

latitude coordinates at the time of the launch (T = 0 line on the magneto-

grams). The line from And^ya represents the horizontal range covered by

the rocket. Horizontal magnetic disturbances are shown for the Soviet

stations. The horizontal disturbance at Troms7 was essentially zero.

The horizontal disturbance at And^ya is somewhat anomalous in changing

from southeast to northeast during the flight. There is no simple

horizontal current system that can give this initial southward AX at

A4ya with --Ixoms^ zero and Murmansk routhward. Local structuTe and/or

field aligned currents must be involved. The conclusion is that the

Harang discontinuity (see Maynard, 1974) must be 
in the vicinity of thece

stations at launch time. Chen ana Rostoker (1974) associated a negative

AD extending from low to high latitude with the Harang discl)ntinuit'y,

a condition satisfied in the vicinity =-,)(' 	 raTourd the time Df' flit/ ht

and earlier at Mmfianzk. I.qie earlier lar,,e 1)

IL	 A66.
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is associated with the westward travelling surge from tho substorm.

An(1/ya is clearly positive in QD through the flight.

1V. On Board Photometer Measurements

Two narrow-band tilt-filter photometers were mounted at 135 degrees

to the rocket axis to look down on the aurora. The tilting motion of

the interference filters caused the photometers to scan the two wave-

length region. 62$4 - 6310 and 4254 - 4286A some five timea every second,

and the bandwidth of the filters was 6 71. hence, we monitor both

01 (63001) and N2 (42781) emissions and the "background" emissions on

adjacent wavelengths every 0.2 s. The onboard optical observations

presented refer to intervals when the photometers were looking less than

15 degrees off the geomagnetic field lines downwards, and the "background"

emissions have been subtracted from the data.
ii

The rocket photometers detected a luminous region beginning near

160 s, and passed the northern boundary of the auroral display near 220 -

230 s. The "rugged" structure in the luminosity is partly caused by

variations in the looking direction relative to the local geomagnetic

field: vector. These variations also introduce an uncertainty in the

location of the auroral display. An offset of 10 degrees in the viewing

direction relative to the geomagnetic field vector corresponds to an

uncertainty of tip to 15 s in the flight time near, 150 s

The total, intensity of the 427$ 0A band, corrected for filter band-

width is 3 kR between 160 and 220 s. The total energy influx of

precipitated electrons required to produce a 3 kR intensity is some

20 erg cm-2 S -1 (Rees and Luckey, 1974, Gu.stafsson and Rgeland, 1976)
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which is .401,5 less than the data to be presented in 
Figure 

4. Thia,ia

well within the absolute calibration errors of the instr-Luaento. The

observed intensity of the 63001 line emission is around 1 kR, giving a

63001/11278 4A ratio of 0.3. As seen from Figure 3 fairly large variations

in this ratio occur during the flight. According to Bather and Mlende

(L.?Jl) this ratio is normally 1 - 2 deduced fxon; ground !-;bcervation in

the auroral, ?,one. We therefore concludi-, that the main pars of the

emincion is locate(I above the rocket, i.e. above 230 I= altitude.

The maximum intenOity, of about 3 ItR of the 4278' band. correzp ,--ndV-

to 1.0 - 15 kR of X 5577AL The observed intensities from ground based

photometers at Anaener, were 1. 2 kR and 5 '.R, respectively. Since the arc

was located at an elevation of 26 - 280 0 the "true" intensity viewed along.,

the field line may have been twice these values, in good agreement with

the rocket data.

V. Electron Measurements

Detailed observations were made of the auroral electron fluxes over

the energy range from < 0.1 to 16 keV using electrostatic-analyzer

channel-multiplier detector systems. Four individual detector units of

a design similar to those described. by Hoffman and Evans (1967) were

flown onboard Polar 3. These detectors were mounted in pairs, one pair

viewing upwards at 450 and the other pair downwards at 1550 to the rocket

spin axis. This mounting arrangement, together with the spin of the

rocket, allowed electron pitch angle distributions to be measured over a

large range in angle, often from — 0 to - 180P,

Each detector in the pair was swept in energy through separate but
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overlapping, energy range.. The time required for 
an 

energy owcep was

.13 ,L r' . 1111io time couplell with the rocket	 perital allovcl a cQxiplete

interwity-OnerGyy-pitch angle data tat to be gathered. in 1,57 co.

Tnterc,ampariof^ns between 
the 

four detector responses during those

periodo when all. four -wipled electrons of the rame energy and pitch angle

within a time of 0.8 o showed agroserrients amongst, detecte-1j	 , jrz V) within -t 1^

UIL. talaertaintieO In the aboolute flux valuer, derived from the detectQr

ropponvoo is ectiiiiated to 	 within 4- 4(Yp' from uneerfal.ntiev In detector

efficienciec, INOmetrier, and, shape e,)f the enemy' passbands,

F!-",ore 4 d1spia.yr, the ttApal electron enert-,7 flvix incident upon the

atmosphere during the flight. %base values were obtained from a numerical

integration of the data over pt.teb angle and. :Crom 0.5 to 16 keV. The

detector responses were well above background at all times.

The re inn of greatly enhanced, energy flux between 150 s and about

230 s defines the extent 
of 

the auroral arc sampled by this flight. A

typical differential-`directional electron energy spectrum taken above

this aurora 
is shown in Figure 5. The spectrum is relatively flat over

the energy range 0.6 to 7 keV, but falls sharply at higher energies.

While there is no great evidence for a monoenergetic peak in this spectrum,

the change in slope at 7 keV does demark a characteristic bewi energy.

It was also observed that over this aurora the pitch angle distribution

of the precipitating electr, )ns was isotropic to within a factor of 2 at

all. electron eneroiez. We find no evidence of field aligned beams between

0.1 and 16 keV above this attroral arc.

It should be pAnted out that the spatial variation in the electron

precipitation as the rocket approached and passed over the , auroial form
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did n,,jt reproduce the inverted V pat-tern. Thowre was *j characteristio

enert,,y variat.4; )jj in t7  electron beam ever the apatial -Caleri A)Cerve(l

in :Ljiverted V ' s  by Zatellite inatrumentation (Frank and Ackeroon, I^i7l).

Inatead the electron. precipitation flux niniply increatoe(l in the energ-j

range s 8 keV in u sp blal scale size of tj kiii.

The scatter of data pointy seen in Figure 4 between 240 and 270 s

were due to a number of very short lived but intense electron events.

The origin of these short lived events is unknown and their diccuspion

is outoide the scope of this paper.

After 310 0 into the flight, the energZr flux carried by the electron

precipitation once again began to increase,reaching sufficient intensity

to cause visual aurora at about 340 s. In this region of precipitation

the electron pitch angle distribution was moderately field aligned. The

nature of the electron energy spectrum (Figure 6), and the spatial zeale

over which the electron average energy monotonically increased all suggest

that this precipitation was of the inverted V type. The payload re-entered

the atmosphere at 390 s before the entire inverted V structure was traversed.

A further discussion of the particle measurements, their effect upon the

ionosphere, and detailed analysis of the electron, electric field, and

ionospheric, behavior in and near the are J-Z given in a o ,,)mparJon paper

(Evans et al., 1976).

V1. Electric Field Measurementr;,

The electric field data presented here are from a two axis measurement

utilizing the do uble probe technique (Agason, lr)')^4). The 
four 

long

cylindrical antennas (each 10 feet lone with the outer 2 feet comprising
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the active probe area,) were directed at 450 or 1359 to the spin axic In

a plane containing the spin axis. The resulting baseline for the

measurements is ^.8m on eaeh axia. In thins configuration rAO the roake.t

rotates, a new measurement, of all three components of the electric field
is possible every 1,809 of rotation. On each axis the resulting signal,lt,

over a spin period is made up of a sinusoid from a fraction of the spin

plane electric field and a constant consisting of the sum of a traction

of the spin axis electric field and contact potential differencen. This

V can be expressed by

V = CFsp co-- (',%) sin (wt + 0) + E sin W3 - d + Vcj - Vc25

where p + Esa) is the vector sum of the ambient field and -T x 'B OE Es

is the angle between the measurement axis and the spin plane, w is the

spin rate, "A Is the vector baseline, 0 is the phase of 
R., 

in the spin

plane,and V., and V.2 are the contact potentials. The angle X in practice

will be less than W due to the centrifugal bending of the antennas

toward the spin plane. The expressions for the two axes will differ only

by l8o' in 0 and in different contact potentials.

The data from each axis were fitted by a sliding least squares

technique (one spin cycle of data for each fit with 1/8 cycle slide) to

separate out the sinusoidal component from the constant component. A

contact potential difference for each axis then had to be assumed and

subtracted from the constant component. To construct an orthogonal

3 component measurement at any particular time ,, the two components of the

electric field along the theoretical measurement axes (at 45 0 to the spin
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calculated from the tvaject-,,ry (derived froya ti4r.o rax-#,:,1ng data an! a

theoretical B (!^)oum 8-68 model In. ), into the r,-)eket system, After thu

vector subtraction f
.3 
	 I from the meaoure(I comporiento, the reoultilvr

electric field was 4aon transformed bacX to topographic co,)rilinater, U-Wing,

the inverse of the gyro derived matrix. A further transformation was made

into a magnetically oriented system in which the Z axis is down and along
-4

B,  the X axis is perpendicular to Z and in a plane containing Z and the

direction .>f the maxim= horizontal component of B (approximately north),

and the Y axis completes the orthogonal system (approximately east). 'The

rotation of the XZ plane with respect to geographic north increases from

1.4 to 3.60 west of north over the flight as the distance from A-nqya

increases.

Contact potentials were adjusted by ii4nimizing varlation-W Trith periods

of the spin period, V2 of the spin period, the precervion period ani 1/2

of the precession period from the resultant data. It was assumed th
at the

contact potentials were constant or slowly vaxylr,-,, so that they could be

repressented by constants or linearly varying functions over significant
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portions of the flight. The resultant contact potentials are shown in

Figare r(. The amount of antenna bending was also checked using the same

minimizing criteria. A value for X was set at 44Q which indicated less

than the expected amount of bending by about 20.

The electric field, data are presented in FiZure 8. All data are in

the na^,aetically oriented system described above. 'Rie tipper hal,V

!"! ,a t,)t^il Perpendicular elee ric field and its azirauth versus, 	`lire

! , : -^War 	do-Piet's all threQ c r--!Irlpunent c . Note thri .t invtir ,.T an ],,,^UttWe

c.,-Ynta-,urc^ 	cantea in the ttipograpbic sy,.,tei;, at an azimuth of •,tb ,-jut '15,5 .

Thurs, in this system they will be canted Ft between 76 tn(I '()`, from north.

.easurement errors stem primarily from imperfect knowledae of the

d"Irection of measurement of each axis and 
of 

the contact potential.

dIfferencec. The 2 degree uncertainty in attitude when added to tlie

uncertainties in v x B from the trajectory and model ma gnetic field

translates to a 4 mV/m uncertainty in the electric field. ouch of the

"fatness" of the trace of each component (variations at the spin frequency

and its li^armonics) is from residual contact potentials. The effort to

remove them was stopped after they were no longer the primary source of

error. The scatter after 150 seconds in the azimuth of the perpendicular

field is a result of the low magnitude of the resultant electric field

with the above uncertainties' coupled in.

The electric field is initially moderately large and variable

60 my/m) and directed northerly, perpendicular to contours of invariant

latitude. Note in comparison of Figures 4 and 6 that the small drops in

electric field correspond to small rises in particle flux interm:Lty. Wear
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l  a, correspondent with the large increase in particle flux, the

electric field drops abruptly to less than 10 mV/m. As the particle flux

is reduced and the rocket passes out of the visual aurora at about 230 a

a small increase in field magnitude occurs (the electric field tracks the

Pedersen conductivity very well: see Evans et al., 1976). J;ate in the

flit "zt the direction 
of 

C c perpendicular electric field shifts to a

nearly pure westerly direction. This was about the time that the rocket

entered the second form.

The direction of the electric field at each edge of the main are

was rotated toward the west by more than 20° from the northerly direction

(nearly perpendicular to contours of invariant- latitude) seen south of

the are, while in the central part of the are the direction was again

nearly perpendicular to contours of invariant latitude. Between the two

arcs the direction was primarily the sF-me as at the edges of the main arc,

with a short period at the center of the expanse where the field returned

to its initial northerly direction.

The measured electric field parallel to B is at all times less in

magnitude than ± 4 mV/m. Since this is less than the uncertainties from

the, attitude solution and contact potential variations, we conclude that
there is no evidence of any parallel electric field.

VII. Discussion

A. Convectiv'e'Topology

In order to put these measurements in perspective with patterns of

convective' flow in the midnight zone, convective velocities are plotted

every 10 s along the rocket trajectory in Figure 9. The coordinates are
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geographic with contours of invariant latitude at 110 km included for

rr-ferenoe, Also plotted is the position of the lower border of the

aurora as seen in the 240 s photograph shown in Figure l (the shaded

apes, does not define the extent of the arc; it only shows on which side

Of the lower border that the luminosity exists) The trajectory points

Are the position of its field line at 110 km intersecting the trajectory

at the specified time. The auroral lower border was also aosumed to be

at 110 km for this plot. In scaling the all sky photos, the magnitude

of the loos angles were calibrated ?sing the star background. The position

of the northerly part of the form is subject to large uncertainties due to

the low inclination angle. Note, as stated previously the aurora moved

southward during the flight and the northerly part of the form was entered

at approximately 380 s,

The observed convective flow is towards dusk or "sunward" from the

northerly electric field direction consistent with the positive bay

condition that was flown into (i.e. Heppner 1972; Wescott et al., 1969;

Cauffman and 'Guxnett, 1972). Near the end of the flight the rotation to

the westward electric field or southward convection could have resulted

from one of the following: (1) the boundary region separating the auroral

zone from the polar cap was entered, (2) the boundary region separating

the positive and negative bay regions called the Harang discontinuity

(see Maynard, 1974) was entered, or (3) a Local eddy structure which may -

or may not have been related to one of the above was entered. From

comparing the magnetograms and the auroral morphology with the data, the

most probable conclusion seems to be that the rotation is associrtited 	 1

with the Haxang discontinuity although. the others can not be positively
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ruled out. Thus, while the main axe is in the positive bay region, the

elurlirig back of the are would appear to be as,,, ,,f.^Uated with the Harang

discontinuity.

B. Parallel Electric Fields

The existence of field aligned pr)te&,ial dropo of an -,=eleration

mechanism for auroral p ticle.- is widelkr accepted and	 e1q)I ,yirk;

such occaciiaitilly have been successful ill t^eprodllclrlj^ llleasured- awu -,ral

electron spectra (Wee Evans, 1974), Tn what region and over wha ll spatial

extent these potential drops exist haV been a primary W-ource of controversy.

In all of the Bs- release measurements both pi)ot and pre midnight, no -

evidence of parallel fields in the ionosphere have been Oeeii (i.e. Mlende,

1968; Wescott et al. ,, 1969; Scholer and Haerendel, 1971). Large mc^,gnitude

parallel electric fields (20 mV/m) have been deduced from double probe

measuxements on three flights into the post magnetic midnight region. In

each case the authors involk anomalous resistivity arguments to prevent

the ionosphere from collapsing. nqo of these flights involved a single

axis measurement in which a constant electric field was assumed along ',B

for a "long" (, 100 s: or more) period and the magnitude adjusted to remove

precessional variations in the adta (I. Dozer and BrustQn, 1967, and Mozer

and Fahlesrn, 1970; 2. Kelley et al., 1971). The third flight involved a

two axis measurement capable of resolving all three components every 1/2

spin cycle and detected a parallel field varying between 15 and 27 MV/M

between 105 and 310 s and decaying to zero :"Or the last 100 s of flight

(Kelley et al., 1975). A Bay- release from the same rocket did not see a

parallel field. All of these large parallel fields have been directed
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downward. Whalen et a".. (1975) measured ion vel ,.;cj,ties in buUi direcf;i=jns

along the magnetic field in a negative bay (at 4ifferent times during '%

flight) of 2 4=1s from which they aeduced, using Qollision frequencie.-

derived from Coulomb interactions a parallel field , of 0.1 mV/m.

The meaourenents reported here set an upper limit of	 r-W/m on the

D.C. parallel electric field durin^ the flight. mince this is 'within the

uncertainties <)f the measurement we find no evidence of large-magnitude

parallel electric fields in the ionosphere below 242 km. it should be

noted that this flight was into a relatively stable positive bay auroral

condition.

C. Auroral. Electron-Electric Field Relationships

Although the detailed electrodynamical relationships between the

auroral particles and the electric fields in this auroral are will be

treated in the companion paper (Evans et al., 1976), two general points

on these relationships need to be made here. First, a definite anti-

correlation 
of 

particles and electric fields is observed during this

flights' passage over the strong discrete auxoral form located inside

the "sunward" convecting positive bay region (compare Figures 4 and 8).

$uch anticorrelation has been observed on many previous flights although

it should not be expected in all cases (see discussion in Maynard et al.,

1973).

Inverted V precipitation events have been associated with auroral

arcs (Ackerson and Frank, 1972) and with electric field reversals at or

near the 40 keV trapping boundary (Frank and Gurnett, 1971; Gurnett and

Frank, 1973). Auroral arcs have also been associated with electric

L-A
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field reversals (Swift and Gurnett, 1973). A tendency to reverse the

implications of these relationships has subsequently resulted: i.e. all

auroral, arcs are inverted V events. This is clearly not necessarily

true as evidenced by the present study. Burch et al. (3.976) using Ag-c

satellite data have again associated inverted V events with electric

field reversals from sunward to antisunward convection or with regions

of antisunward convection (in the case of weak events). The second

precipitation event observed in this flight having characteristics of

an inverted V is located at the convection boundary that we are interpreting

as the liaxang discontinuity.

Thus, we conclude that auroral arcs totally immersed in the evening

sunward convection region are likely not to be associated with inverted

V structures, Auroral arcs that occur on convection boundaries, poleward

of convection boundaries or in eddy structures associated with convection

boundaries are likely to be associated with inverted V events.
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Figures

Figurt- I - All-sky phutnz f rm the range at And 	shevin,,^ the

aurora, at 40, :240 and 440 seconds into the flight. Tlhf^

110 km Intercepts of the magnetic field lines 'which pass

through the rocket at 150 and 230 seconds are shown on the

middle photo and that of 380 seconds is shown on the bottom

photo.

Figure 2 - Magnatometer records from observatories at Tlxie Bays Dixon

Island, Murmansk and Troms^ and from the range at And^ya.

The locations of the stations are shown in magnetic local

time and invariant latitude at the time 
of 

the folign-11, -1-11.L

the polar plot at the upper right. The horizontal magnetic

disturbances are shown also from the four observatories

(zeros taken from quiet data). The line from Andoa depicts

the horizontal extent of the trajectory of Polar 3.

Figure 3 - Onboard photometer records of the euroral intensity

of the 01 (63001) andN2
+ (4278A) emissions. Time is in

elapsed time from launch.

Figure 4 - The rate of energy deposition into the atmosphere due to

electron precipitation during the fl ight. These
	 I

rates were corrected for backscattered lectrons by using the

responses of the downward viewing detector pair.

A
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j	 Figure 5 A typical electron energy spectrum observed aver the center

of the auroral, form, The precipitating energy

flux associated with this spectrum was 40.5 ergs cm 	 of

which 7 ergs cm"2 s"1 was backsca,ttered From the atmosphere below.

The scatter in data points is of the same scale as the Line
i

width.

Figure 6 Two electron energy spectra taken during the Later part o f

the Polar 3 flight. The spectrum taken at -+^ 396.30 s has

been displaced. upwards for clarity. The shape of these spectra,

the fact that the pitch angle distributions displayed a modest

field aligned ani atropy, and the monotonic increase? ;4n

eharacteriati.c electron energy over a l.ati.tudi.nal, distance of

more than 50 km all suggest that the rather weak precipitation

observed after + 310 sec was the law altitude signature of an

inverted V.

Figure 7 - The contact potentials in equivalent electric field of each

axis versus time which were subtracted to obtain the measured

value of E + v x.

Figure 8 The measured electric field as a function of time. The bottom

half shows all three components of '9 in a magnetically oriented

coordinate system (see text). The top half shows the total

electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field and the

azimuthal angle of the electric field vector from north in this

system.
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.bars ;	 ,.)pogr^gay of ux- ec:nvectlun velovity derived from the

e lectric Me 11 measurement: and the ubserved aurora at 240 s.

The <!onvection velocities are plotted every ten seconds from

the projection along the magnetic field line of the rocker.

position to the 110 km level. The auroral lower border wan

assumed to be at 110 Mtn in the scaling from the all-sky

f , amerac. The shading indicates only the side of the Lver

bo?der to which the aurora exists and not the horizontal

,xtent of the aurora.
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